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This summer will be Neon!

As soon as the first rays of the sun kiss our skin, the mood changes and the passion for summer and colour 
emerges. One wants to get rid of dark, heavy winter clothing and light up with bright, fresh colours. Neon 
continues to be an important trend.

The new Breeze Neon is a »Must-Have« when talking about neon accessories. This special edition of the Breeze 
writes in flashy ink colours instead of blue. Neon pink, neon blue, neon green and black guarantee maximum 
writing fun.

The bright inks highlight and emphasize what‘s important. They are therefore useful aids to organizing. With its 
extraordinary shape and the extraordinary colours the Breeze Neon stands out from regular writing instruments. 
This special edition of the Breeze cartridge roller uses the newly developed 852 roller cartridge. An ink regulator 
ensures constant ink flow from start to finish. The new ink formula is even faster-drying and smudge-proof when 
highlighting. A spare cartridge with a new, unused tip is provided in the barrel. Breeze is extremely comfortable 
to hold. The recessed grip supports three fingers and the contrasting decorative detailing acts as a tactile 
element which prevents fingers from slipping. The anti-slip grip profile with decorative patterns is equally suitable 
for right and left-handers.

The promotional offer for the Breeze Neon includes a pen with two 852 roller cartridges in matching ink color. 
Another three more cartridges with other fancy colors are included for free. This is not only an added value of 
nearly 30 percent, but also creates an incentive to buy the respective pens in the other colors.
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Neon colours: The longing for summer is accompanied by the longing for colours. The special edition of the 
Breeze Neon is a "must-have" for every pencil case.
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The special edition of the Breeze writes in flashy ink colours.
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Great promotion: For each Breeze you get three 852 neon ink cartridges for free, because your style is your ink 
colour.
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Your Shop with luminous Breeze Tower. This big display unquestionably draws attention! The tower contains 20 
promotion sets, a test pen and test block. A smaller counter display is available for presentation at the cash 
register.
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